smart
cells
®

unlock the power
of your waste

the power of
your waste
smart cells® put waste to good use
SUEZ* is a pioneer in waste management technologies, and
brings together global expertise, innovation and technical
knowledge to deliver smart, proven solutions in Australia.
smart cells® are a sophisticated, highly engineered
alternative to traditional landfill.
smart cells® work like a giant battery, generating biogas
which is harnessed into renewable energy to power homes
and businesses across Australia.

smart cells
are Australia’s
largest generator
of biogas used for
the production of
renewable energy
®

capturing energy to power
Australian homes and
businesses

Accept waste and generate biogas
Generate biogas only

in 2016, SUEZ
smart cells®:
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smart cells
capture two
times more
biogas than
an average
landfill
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smart solutions to protect
the environment

234,000 MWh

of renewable energy 4
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equivalent to 		
running 8,000,000
light bulbs 1

avoided

greenhouse gases by over

231,465 tCO2e
		
		

your silver
lining
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equivalent to 96,000
flights from Sydney
to Los Angeles 1

Our smart cells® utilise specialised liner
systems designed to protect the environment
and local plant and wildlife. Waste is safely and
securely stored within the liner systems for
future energy recovery.
When waste is converted to energy at a SUEZ
smart cell®, you can trust that it is being handled
reliably and responsibly.

Australia’s most powerful battery
	smart cells® work like
a giant battery
	waste is stored safely
and securely within
the smart cells®
	specialised layers protect
the environment
	smart cells® convert
waste into a renewable
energy source
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1 Conversions based on methodology provided by Pangolin Associates. 2 SUEZ average based on National Greenhouse and
Energy Reporting (NGERS) data. 3 National Average based on Carbon Credits (Carbon Farming Initiative) Act 2011 Explanatory
Statement [draft] authorised by the Minister for the Environment. 4 All figures derived from NGERS data.
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